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Coach Will Reward Hard Work
by Chuck Adams
An overtime win over Nebraska-
Omaha started out the 1987 men's soccer
season at Dordt College. Soccer coach
Quentin Van Essen said his team played
with good speed and depth to snag a win
in the Defender's home opener. Things
turned down a little with a 3-1 loss to
Pillsbury Baptist last week, but Van
Essen says he is optimistic about the
team's performance in coming weeks.
Van Essen blames the loss at Pillsbury
to "sluggishness" in the beginning of the
game, saying "it was one of those days
where nothing went right no matter how
hard we tried." Van Essen is especially
working to strengthen the halfback
position before Thursday's game with
South Dakota State. Tbe entire halfback
line is new this year, and needs some
playing time in order to control the
midfield game. According to Van Essen,
scoring shouldn't be a problem against
SDSU, and Donh's superior conditioning
should work to its advantage in the
second half.
One scheduled game has been cancelled
due to unusual circumstances. St. Paul
Bible College was unable to field either a
football or soccer team this year because
of problems with their liability insurance.
St. Paul was also expected to play in
Dordt's townament, but the University of
Northern Iowa has been invited to take
their place in the townament.
A depth of talent may he the hallmark
of the Dordt team this year, according to
Van Essen. Seven freshman made the
team, and four of them started against
Pillsbury Baptist. Simon De long also
became eligible to play this season after
transferring from Calvin College last
year. Several returning lettermen,
including captains David Schenk and
Tim Van Denend, are providing
leadership for the team.
Van Essen says he doesn't anucrpate
starting the same lineup every game.
Because of the range of talent. he plans
to reward what he calls "initiative and
hard work" in practice with a start in the
next game. He says this "will help
provide incentive for the team members."
The District 15 Championships are a
realistic goal this season according to
Van Essen. "As always, Grand View
will be the team to beat in District 15,"
but he adds that the District 15
championships will be hosted by Dordt
this season. a prospect that Van "Essen
believes gives some advantage to his
Defenders. Dordt will clash with Grand
View in their first meeting of the season
in Sioux Center on Saturday, a game that
Van Essen hopes will attract as much fan
support as the home opener against
Nebraska-Omaha, That game may have
seen the largest home crowd in Dordt
soccer history.
Van Essen sees the Defenders
Defender Ray Mfddel pursues his UNO opponent fn the soccer season-opener. (photo
by Angela Eriksen)
competing well further into the season.
He is looking forward to matches against
Bethany Lutheran and Wartburg as being
tough, and is hoping for good action in
the Dordt Tournament, which includes
Northern Iowa, North CentralCollege,
and Nebraska Wesleyan. The last
District 15 title won by a Dordt soccer
team was in 1983, and Van Essen makes
it a goal to repeat that championship this.
year.
Imptovements Cost Big Bucks
by Ryan Hoekstra
Each year Dordt greets both new and
returning students with many new
changes around campus. This year is no
exception. Dordt spends two to three
hundred thousand dollars a year on
campus upkeep. Most of this money is
spent on administrative level computer
equipment, according to Dordt's
comptroller, Darrel Raih. "Dr. Hulst is
very stewardship-minded and money
conscious, " Raih explains. "He likes a
neat, well-kept campus, and emphasizes
keeping on top of repairs and
maintenance, rather than waiting for
large, expensive improvements. We had
a fairly good year this past year, and that
spurred all the maintenance we did."
Changes occurred in nearly every
building.
The music department remodeled and
improved facilities in the music listening
lab by building a new checkout counter
and increasing storage space. The
department replaced old equipment with
new cassette decks and amplifiers and
added a compact disc player.
In the gym, summer workers
revarnished the bleachers and refinished
the gym floor. New mats with the Dordt
insignia were also added, which will add
color and a touch of class to Dordt home
games.
In the first of many classroom building
changes, workers installed new doors and
repainted door frames. According to
Bernard DeWit, Dordt's Vice President
for Business, future improvements
include replacing the lockers with
benches or art display areas, laying
carpet in all classrooms and hallways as
the tile wears out, and replacing doors in
the rest of the building. "We are also r----------------------------,
looking for ways to cover the walls that
are both inexpensive and durable," adds
DeWit.
After eighteen years of no repair or
maintenance, the faculty offices received
much needed work. For insulation
purposes, workers built asmall addition
orr the north side of the complex. The
academic skills center, media center, and
faculty offices all received new carpeting
and a new coat of paint.
The library got a new copier this
summer, and the engineering department
gained three Wyse (IBM compatible)
computers in the engineering computer
lab.
Maintenance and repair workers also
labored outside, removing potential
safety hazards by pouring a new cement
patch on the street between the library
and classroom building. Widened
sidewalks and new cement patches make
getting from building to building easier.
According to DeWit, a few years ago
Dordt decided that "for safety and
appearance, we should close off the
road" running through campus. After
experimenting with temporary barriers,
Dordt hired an outside landscape
designer, who directed the building of the
miniature park in front of the Commons.
Funded through the repair and
maintenance budget, it is hoped that the
park will be a gathering and meeting
place for students and outside parties
who use Dordt's facilities throughout the
year. The removable barriers will remain
to ease the traffic burden in the parking
Jotafter major campus events.
Wanted: Freshmen for Forum
Freshmen members on Forum are
expected to attend meetings of faculty-
student committees as well as
biweekly Forum meetings in order to
represent their class. All freshmen are
encouraged to consider running for.
election and becoming involved in the
decision making process at Dordt. If
you have questions concerning the
eleeton, <all Galen Sin key (722-3698),
Dori Kooistra (ext. 6929), or Phil
Mulder (722.3022).
Next week the Freshmen class will
elect five representatives to Student
Forum, Freshmen who would Uke to
participate in Dor dt's student
government can run for election by
submitting a one-paragraph statement
telling why they would like to be on
Forum. These paragraphs must be
turned in at the switchboard before 3
pm, Monday, September 21. Voting
will take place in the Commons
between 5 and 6 pm Wednesday and
Thursday, September 23 and 24.
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Who's Got the Look?
Believe it or net, the Diamond has
once again changed its look. No, there
is not a new editor again, but
something even more wondcrful...a
new computer!! That's exciting news.
Yes, the diamond is now ready to
face its competition with a wonderful
professional look, with new and rookie
staff members, with an absolutely
capable and well prepared advisor, and
even with a semi-experienced editor.
" What, " you say. 11 is so exciting
about getting a new computer?" This
is not any new computer, it is the
Macintosh SEt with the Quark XPrcss
desktop publishing system. If that
doesn't sound impressive, maybe a
small demonstration of the machine's
capabilities will reo
I can chose whatever typing style I
wish to type in. For instance, I can
type in what is called
Monaco, or Avant Gourd. or
Palatine, or a variety of many styles.
I can also change the type size to
headlines; or reduce it
creative and change the type to a
shadowbox like this, or to bold
like this, <till' ,tl~ <tImtlij~JD<e ij~ll!.<e
tllbh .. And there are many other
possibilities. It is truly amazing what
computers can do.
We can actually do all of our
headlines right here on the computer
Last year during production nights, at
1:00 a.m. or later, onc of the late night
production people would call Lisa
Witzenbcrg on the phone to pick up
the headlines. She would come
straggling into the pub room, wait
another half hour until the headlines
were actually totally finished, Lhen she
joyfully bounded over to the media
center with the campus cop leaping by
her side (Okay, it was more like
running,. well, maybe walking,
trudging, dragging their tails behind
them ...) where she, the only one on the
staff who knew how to operate the
headline machine, would diligently
type wonderful little headlines for us
in a variety of sizes and shapes (a
limited variety, mind you). But this
year Lisa does not have to bound over
to the Media with the Campus cop
leaping at her side She, or any other~-~~-/.-.
,-> i: >,.- ~ ~ "'-!f('1 "' . 1~7_" ,.\
,., i(', III ~-, ,/:_.', \.. ~.'~ ......)h --..~...-i''''·l·'''C·~'7 '" ~ -of , " ....~. .• 'f~""" t .,,::~ i. _...~ ...r....'*_ '.~ .. ' .... "
capable staff member can actually type
out. the headlines right here on the
computer whenever a headline comes
along!
Note, if you will the typing before
your eyes. Then remember (or if you
weren't here, get someone else to
remember for you) how difficult it was
to read the diamond type. Yes, the
left side of each column usually had
two letters sitting on top of each other.
The rest of the letters looked wimpy,
like cold, square little fishies in a row
who occasionally liked to huddle
together in nasty little bunches.
Now you see independant letters,
standing on their own, lining up
perfectly at all edges. You're moved to
tears, Ican tell.
This computer also holds graphic
capabilities. Just in the word
processing there are fun "little symbols
like these: OO**~f •• O*Oc;>*,I'X
XX+GC'?.e':B~€l>~@+ and if you can't
tell what they are,
@~ t$Ytt;, t*~
now you can. Now for some major
graphics,
What else is new about the
diamond? Check oul the staff box
and see the list of writers,
photographers and other staff
members. More people! If your name
isn't in the box, and you wish it were
because you are a fine writer, want to
Jearn to write journalism, you take
photographs, or like to draw cartoons
or other little graphics, or you always
wanted to know how to operate a
desktop publishing system, or you just
have a great mind to contribute to the
staff, talk to the editor (me) or the
advisor, or drop a note in a staff
members mailbox. This is, I remind
you, a student newspaper, and any
contributions are welcomed'.
I'm excited to begin this year as the
leader of this merry band. Please feel
free to give your comments on each
issue to staff members, and tell us
what you want to read about.




letters to the editor: """"--- _
'Silence is not necessary, but quietness is'
\
Dear diamond editor:
Two years ago, many of us visited the
Dordt library for the first time. Upon
entering, we were greeted by a sign
which read, "Silence is not Necessary,
but Quietness is." Today the sign is
gone, and so is me policy. Replacing the
old policy is a new set of strictly
enforced rules and policies.
The most obvious change resulting
from the new guidelines is the reduction
in the noise level. Agreed, last year the
noise was .excessive, but this year it is
virtually non-existent. The policy states
that this has been done "to provide a
pleasant and controlled atmosphere
which will be conducive to study."
However, the atmosphere so far has been
far from pleasant and not conducive to
study.
Students cannot be expected to study in
absolute silence. Questions sometimes
need to be asked, and problems need to
be explained. Student interaction
complements textbook learning. Why
should students be threatened .with
penalties, even to the point of being
"reported to the dean of students," for
practicing proper study habits? The
library has become a quiet place to look
for books, but a poor place to study
properly.
To promote an atmosphere conducive
to studying, we propose that the
following changes be made: return the
bottom floor layout to that of last year.
The new arrangement concentrates the
noise in a single area with no sound
barriers. The previous arrangement
separated the tables with bookshelves,
which dampened sound. The proctor's
desk should remain downstairs, but only
to control excessive noise, not to
interfere with normal study
communication.
The library is a place for students to
study, not a place of absolute silence.
We find it hard to believe that the student
forum agreed with this new policy while
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Pro-Life and ·Capital Puntshment
by Jonathan Grossman
In addressing the problem of whether a
Christian can be for capital punishment
and at the same time be against abortion,
we must refer to the Bible, without which
the Christian has no solid ground to stand
on.
Both of these issues are grounded on
fundamental biblical principles. They
are not, as might be thought, based on the
fundamental worth or dignity of human
life. Although we are to hold human life
in high regard, it is God's commandments
that should motivate us to protect it. .
Man is made in the image of God .. When
one man kills another, whether with a
gun or by abortion, man is rebelling
against God. Genesis 9:6 says,
"Whoever sheds the blood of man, by
man shall his blood be shed; for in the
image of God has God made man." This
passage makes the connection between




The wages of sin is death. Jonathan
nOrossmann is a sinner. Therefore to be
con-sistent, we must demand that
Jonathan Grossmann be put to death.
Is the logic applied in the statements
above twisted? To be sure. But this is
exactly the type of logic that Grossmann
used in his article Pro-Life and Capital
Punishment that was printed in Volume
XXX Number 9 of the diamond last
semester. ] am replying to the article
now because I was in Germany last
semester and did not have the
opportunity to respond then. ] feel that
the nature of the article deserves some
response, even if it is a few months late.
Grossmann's logic as stated in his
article is this: Abortion is murder.
Murder is to be punished by death.
Therefore, to be consistent, both the
murderer and abortionist should be put to
death.
I believe the conclusion he reaches is
false, because it is based upon false
premises. First, I do not believe that
abortion is necessarily murder in every
circumstance. If a pregnant woman's life
\ is in danger and an abortion is performed
in order to save her life, I find nothing in
the Scriptures that explicitly states that
this act is murder. In this case, a life is
taken in order to save the life of another.
If the taking of life on the battlefield in
order to protect other lives is justified
according to Grossmann, then is it not
possible to say that the abortion in the
above case could also be justified?
Grossmann also states, "That the state
has the power to punish the murderer
with death is made abundantly clear in
Romans 13, where Paul talks about
subjection to those in authority over us.
In verse four he says, 'For he [the head of
the state] is the minister of God to thee
for good. But if thou do that which is
evil, be afraid; for he beareth not the
sword in vain: for he is the minister of
God, a revenger to execute wrath upon
Abortion is murder. I. think most
reformed Christians would agree to that.
We ought to do everything in our power
to take a stand against this hideous
practice. However, when someone
mentions abortion and capital
punishment together many Christians
become hesitant "and quite unsure of
themselves. Here is where we must be
extremely careful. Abortion is murder
just as surely as shooting an adult in cold
blood is. Both are the deliberate taking
of a life without-justification.
There are times when taking a life is
justified. These cases include wartime,
self-defense, and the putting to death of
the murderer by the state. That the state
has the power to punish the murderer
with death is made abundantly clear in
Romans 13, where Paul talks about
subjection to those in authority over us.
In verse four he says, "For he [the head
of the Slate] is the minister of God to thee
for good. But if thou do that which is
evil, be afraid; for he beareth not the
sword in vain: for he is the minister of
God. a revenger to execute wrath upon
him that doeth evil." It is the job of the
state to punish the criminal, and if the
criminal is a murderer, then it is the job
of the slate to kill him.
Abortion is murder and murder is to be
punished with death. Therefore to be
consistent/we must demand that both the
murderer and the abortionist be punished
with death. As God through Moses says
in Numbers 35:33, "So you shall not
pollute the land wherein you are: for
blood it defileth the land; and the land
cannot be cleansed of the blood that is
shed therein, but-by the blood of him that
shed it." We are certainly as bad or
worse than the Nazis, for we have killed
more babies than they killed Jews, and
we allow murderers to go unpunished.
Reprinted by permission of the author.
or To Comfort
him that doeth evil.'" Grossmann
assumes from this that "to do evil" is
murder, and that the stale's "bearing of
the sword" is capital punishment. But is
this abundantly clear from the text? Is
not a child's disobeying his parents an
evil act, yet surely Grossmann would not -
say that the state should execute
disobedient children?
I know three women who have had
abortions, two of them were non-
Christians when they had their abortions,
the other was a Christian at the time.
One of them is currently the director of a
crisis 'pregnancy clinic. and has
persuaded many women not to have
abortions. If Grossmann's conclusion
was put into practice, these women
would be dead as accomplices to the
murder of their babies.
Is it not possible for Christians to
forgi ve the sins of others, even the sin of
murder? David, who committed adultery
with Bathsheba and then murdered
Uriah, was not executed for his cold-
blooded act. If David was forgiven by
God, can't Christians also forgive
abortionists?
In Matthew 18:21-22, Peter asks
Christ, "How often shall a brother sin
against me. and I forgive him? till seven
times?" Jesus replies, "I say not unto
thee, until seven times: but, Until seventy
times seven." A few verses before
Romans 13, Paul says, "Recompense to
no man evil for evil. Provide things
honest in the sight of all men. If it be
possible, as much as lieth in you, live
peacably with all men. Dearly beloved,
avenge not yourselves, but rather give
place unto wrath: for it is written,
Vengance is mine; I will repay, saith the
Lord. Therefore if thine enemy hunger,
feed him; if he thirst, give him drink: for
in so doing thou shah heap coals of fire
on his head .. Be not overcome of evil,
but overcome evil with good." And in
Matthew 6, Christ says, "if ye forgive
men their tresspasses, your heavenly
Father will also forgive you: But if ye
forgive not men their trespasses, neither
will your Father forgive your trespasses."
I think that Christians would be far
wiser to forgive those who have
abortions. and to seek peaceful means to
prevent abortion (such as prayer,
political involvement, crisis pregnancy
clinics. etc.) rather than killing
abortionists.
Finally, Grossmann ends his article by
saying that "we are certainly as bad or
-worse than the Nazis. for we allow
murderers to go unpunished." It is not
equitable to compare the Nazi atrocities
with that of abortion because the killing
of Jews and non-Jews was an act carried
out as public policy by the Nazi state,
whereas abortion is carried out by
individuals in private circumstances.
Secondly, although it may be true that
criminals are allowed to go unpunished
by the state, they shall not escape the
wrath of God.
Who is better able to judge a person in
such delicate and controversial issues as
abortion or capital punishment, God or
the state? When David was confronted
by the prophet Gad after he had
numbered the people of Israel and was
asked to choose the form of his
judgment, David appealed to the mercy
of God by saying, "I am in a great strait:
let me fall now into the hand of the Lord;
for very great are his mercies: but let me
not fall into the hand of man" (I
Chronicles 21:1,11-13).
Grossmann's article betrays an altitude
of legalism and a narrow interpretation of
the Scriptures. It is my hope that this
letter will not be read. as a personal attack
on Jonathan Grossmann, rather that it
will show that it is possible for Christians
to be both Pro-Life and Anti-Capital
Punishment and still be consistent.
Sincerely, William E.A. Meyerhoff
Netherlandic Studies Program
Spring Semester of 1988
Courses Offered
Dutch Language and Literature
Dutch Art and Architecture
Dutch Culture and Society
History of the Low Countries
International Marketing
Individual Studies '
For further information contect:
Dr. K.J. Boot, Director
Netherlandic Studies Program
Oordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
Call collect (712) 722·3771
Ext. 6263 or 6261
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Brian Kooi
by Ryan Hoekstra
A new recuitcr has joined the
admissions staff, one ready to roam the
country looking for prospective Dordt
students. Bryan Kooi, a 1987 business
graduate, joined Mike Epema, Betty
Addink, and Leanne Van Leeuwen this
summer as Pete Hamstra's replacement.
In hiring Kooi, Dordr follows a growing
trend among colleges. "Recent grads,"
explains Kooi, "are already familiar with
programs and what the college has to
offer." Time usually spent learning this
information can be used for other
important training. In August, Kooi and
the rest of the staff attended a five day
admissions seminar in Chicago. "I really
learned a lot," he admits.
Kooi's job involves several methods of
meeting prospective- students and
introducing them to Dordt. One- third of
his time will be spent on the road. This
year he will visit Iowa, South Dakota,
Minnesota, Colorado, Missouri, Texas,
Georgia, and Manitoba. Although one
trip may cost several hundred dollars,
enrolling just one student pays for the
tour.
When back on campus, Kooi follows up
on his trips. He also plans campus visit
days and campus tours. This year, Bryan
will direct Public School Guidance
Counselor Day, a new program designed
to help these counselors discover what
Dordt has to offer.
Kooi plans to spend at least a couple of
years here at his new job. He still has
much to learn about it, and expects most
of the questions he still has about his job
will soon be answered during his
upcoming South Dakota trip. His
immediate goal is to work with the
admissions team in enrolling more




The new director of resident life is Jan
Schregardus, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Schregardus' job includes selecting,
training and supervising the resident
advisors and resident directors. She
meets weekly with individual R.A.'s and
Resident life: Jan Schregardus
R.D.'s, "dealing with any joys and/or
sorrows on the wings, If she explained.
She is also coordinator for international
students.
Before coming to Dordt, Schregardus
was the Christian Service and Campus
Living Coordinator at the Reformed
Bible College in Grand Rapids. She
described her job there as two full- time
jobs put together, along with teaching a
sociology class in her "spare time."
Adapting to life in a small town was a
unique experience to ·Schregardus who
has always lived in a large city.
"Probably the most interesting thing is
that I expected to be bored and that hasn't
happened yet," she said.
Coming to Dordt was not, for
Schregardus, "anything I had in mind."
She explained, "the Lord moves the chess
pieces in certain ways and said 'this is
what I want you to do, Jan.'" She said
that the ad for the position appeared in
the Banner at a time when there were
some difficulties at her former position.
"I'm an adventurous type person," she
said. "When I went to call Mr. Van
Soelen, I did not know what I was going
to say." She continued to say that after
the call she felt at peace.
A special goal that Schregardus is
interested in pursuing at Dordt this year
is to somehow get students involved with
and informed about the problem of
AIDS. "I hope to increase awareness and
knowledge of this rather mysterious
topic," she said. Part of her reason for
dealing with the topic of AIDS is because




Another addition to the social work
program at Dordt is Jim Nienhuis, from
Denver, Colorado.
Formerly the coordinator for the
Denver CRC diaconal conference, a type
of social outreach program, Nienhuis
chose to come to Dordt for "a new
challenge, and professionally for me a
good opportunity." Nienhuis is a
graduate of Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and received a
Master's of Social Work degree from
Western Michigan University.
Nienhuis will be teaching three
courses: Introduction to Social Work.
Join Ranks
Social Work: Jim Nelnhuls
Aging and Social Work, and Social
Welfare Policy,
Although Sioux Center was a very new
and different scenic change for Nienhuis,
his wife Karen, and their two sons, "I
think we'll enjoy it here." Nienhuis said.
He enjoys biking with his family,
golfing, and reading, "I do a lot of
things, but I have to leave a little time for
work," he said and laugbed.
Lorna Van G ilst
by Angela Strnyk
After teaching junior high school
English in Ripon, California for twenty
years, Lorna Van Gilst has returned to
her native stale of Iowa to teach English
at Dordt ..
"Four or five years ago I said I could do
this forever. But the Lord made me
restless," was how Van Gilst described
her decision to change jobs. She had
been working on a master's degree in
English with a writing emphasis, at the
University of the Pacific in Stockton,
California when she felt the urge to teach
at a different level. ..
Van Gilst is a Dordt graduate, and grew
up on a farm near Oskaloosa, Iowa. As a
writer she finds herself writing about
images of the midwest, and sh~ hopes to
do more of what she terms heritage
literature, "universal lessons that arise
out of one's background."
As the editor of the Christian Educator's
Journal, a quarterly periodical, Van Gilst
has found much support and input from
the Dordt community for the magazine.
Traveling connected with her studies is
Van Gilst's special interest. In 1985 she
studied at Cambridge University in




ttl think we talk about some very real
issues," says Joan Heifner, who taught
the class Marriage and Family last
semester at Dordt, and is coming back as
a full-time member of the Sociology and
Social Work department Heifner will be
teaching Marriage and Family again, as
well as Introduction to Social Work, and
the Sociology of Deviance.
Heifner and her family have lived in
Sioux Center since the fall of 1976. She
worked for the AEA 4 as a school social
'worker, serving in five school districts.
"1 was involved in evaluations for special
education, and also direct service such as
individual student counseling and short
tenn family counseling."
Last semester Heifner's Marriage and
Family class was popular for students
planning to get married. Heifner plans to
gear the class more toward those students
this year, dealing with contemporary
family issues such as children, sexuality,
divorce, and finances. But the class is
also partly a study of the family from a
sociological development, and Heifner'
hopes to develop the class to meet both
needs. Heifner says that students are
idealistic about marriage, and that even
among Christians there is divorce, or
"accidents leaving a spouse handicapped.
"I hope to introduce those things because
real life doesn't happen to be ideal."
This summer Heifner spent some time
in Russia, a country of special interest to
her. She is interested in the people and
in change having to do with peace and
reconciliation. Heifner hopes to be able
to do some writing about change, from
individual change all the way up to social
change.
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Conferees Assemble
by Eve-Lynn Spykman
Zambia, a nation in South Central
Africa, may seem to be an unusual place
for three Dordt representatives to travel
for a conference on Christian higher
education. According to Dr. John Vander
Stelt, however, the conferees were very
excited about the opportunity to
exchange ideas in a non-western selling.
Christianity, he says, is making a shift
from the first to the Third World;
promoting Christian higher education is
of global concern.
From July 29 through August 5, 1987,
Vander Stelt, along with Dr. J.B. Hulst
and Dr. John Van Dyk met with over 80
other reformed Christians in Zambia's
capital city, Lusaka, for the fifth
gathering of the International Association
for the Promotion of Christian Higher
Education (lAPCHE).
The IAPCHE, founded as the
International Conference of Institutions
for Christian Higher Education, first met
in Potchefstroom, Republic of South
Africa in 1975. The purpose of the
organization is to encourage
communication and cooperation among
scholars committed to Christian
education and/or research. The
association seeks to "promote Biblically-
grounded, critical analysis of distortions
of the truth in the contemporary world,"
especially in light of secularism,
Marxism, capitalism, racism, and other
false ideologies. IAPCHE encourages
membership of Christian institutions as
well as individual Christian scholars and
educators in secular institutons. It is the
only organization, says Vander Stell,
with this focus and this international
scope.
Since its beginning the association has
held conferences at Calvin College in
Grand Rapids, MI in 1978; at Dordt in
1981; and in Breukelen, The
Netherlands, in 1984. Last month's
conference at the University of zambia
in Lusaka dealt with the theme "Rainbow
in a Fallen World: Diversity and Unity of
Christian Higher Education Today." A
. colorful 5 by 7 foot banner bearing this
theme, created by Dordt instructors Mr.
Norman and Mrs. Shirley Matheis, was
presented before the assembly by Dr.
Hulst on behalf of Dordt,
On the opening evening of the
conference Hulst, chairman of lePCHE,
welcomed the conferees. Vander Stelt,
who has recently resigned his position as
Executive Secretary of the ICPCHE after
six years of service, followed with the
introductory keynote address. During the
following week speakers discussed the
role of Christian 'higher education in five
distinct situations in different parts of the
world. As the theme of diversity and
unity suggests, the objective of this
conference was to "learn about Christian
higher education in different regions of
the world," to see more clearly why
Christian higher education is needed in
various cultural settings, and to "foster
friendship between Christian people and
schools for the benefit of both."
The first day of the conference focused
on Minority, or Asian, nations, the main
lecture presented by Dr. T.V. Sitoy of the
Phillipines. Day two dealt with countries
dominated by Communism and Islam--
Eastern Europe, the Middle East, China,
etc. Young Nations, primarily Aftican
countries, were the subject of the third
day's discussions. On the fourth day of
the conference Dr. N. Wolterstorff of
Calvin College lectured on the
secularized western culture, and was
followed with a response by Dr. Van
Dyk. Day five focused on the church-
dominated cultures of Latin America and
southern Europe. The final day's
discussion consisted of two case studies:
one of the Netherlands by Dr. B.
Goudzwaard and the other on the
Republic of South Africa by Dr. B.
Naude.
A special guest at the Lusaka
conference was the president of Zambia.
Dr. Kenneth Kaunda. A committed
Christian, Kaunda has been busy for
decades fighting for freedom for his
nation; through his influence Zambia
gained independence in 1964. In his
address to the conferees, Kaunda
summarized the meaning and implication
of the gospel for his community.
According to Vander Stelt, the Lusaka
IACPHE conference was the most
exciting one yet. An important factor
contributing to its success was its Third
World setting. Vander Stelt describes the
experience as a "total immersion" in the
political, social, and liturgical life of the
local community. The conferees were
very warmly received by the local
community, says Vander Stelt. There are
11,000 reformed Christians living in
Lusaka. Although they live in sheer
poverty, with an average family income
of $50 per month, they are happy, he
says. Zambia is a young nation--"they
have their independence, and that
counts."
•In Zambia'
Dr. J. B. Hulst and Dr. J. Vander Stelt meet Zambian President Kaunda at the IAPCHE
conference In Lusaka.
Conferees had the opportunity to
develop a closeness with local Christians ..
They attended local churches on Sunday
and afterwards ate dinner with Zambian
families. The conference participants
were also able to donate money to
Lusaka's Justo Mwale Theological
College for the installation of a new
telephone system for library books, and
for other useful items.
Although this was the smallest of the
five conferences, its participants, says
Vander Stelt, were of excellent quality
and great diversity. Twenty-six countries
were represented, all by men or women
directly involved in many areas of higher
education.
- Apartheid was not an obstruction in
this year's conference as it has been at
past conferences. All participants were
against apartheid, and this served as a .
challenge to explore how to "build
bridges" with their South African
neighbors.
Vander Stelt and Hulst were both
pleased with the success of the Lusaka
conference and the spirit of the Lord
present there. They are optimistic as they
look to the future of the IAPCHE. At the
meetings a new board was formed, which
is composed of many qualified leaders.
Hulst was elected to his third term as
chairman.
Christians from twenty-six nations gathered in August for the fifth conference tor the promotion of Christian higher education.
The new association hopes to hold four
smaller regional conferences in two years
and wait five or six years before coming
together for the next international
meeting. Among new issues and
possibilities the board plans to address
are the following: exchanging students or
faculty members between Christian
institutions in different cultures, giving
aid to Christian higher educational
institutions in young nations or countries
where Christians are in the minority,
aiding Christian teachers and students at
secular institutions, and studying the
interrelation of different cultures in the
context of Christian learning. According
to Vander Stelt, special attention will be
paid to the influence of Islam on higher
education.
Although Vander Stelt has resigned his
position as Executive Secretary of
IAPCHE, he will stay involved in
different capacities. Without the
administrative responsibilities he
believes he will be more able to
contribute ideas and research. He also
encourages the Dordt community to
become involved, particularly by helping
to develop and implement IAPCHE',
vision of Christian higher education.
Historically, explains Vander Stell,
Protestants have tended to be interested
in missions and evangelism, and have
neglected to be intentionally busy with
Christian higher education, especially
with non-theological schools. Those
Protestants who have done the most in
this area are. by and large, those who
come from the Calvinist tradition. Now,
says Vander Stelt, "more and more
people outside of the Calvin ian tradition
--Lutherans, Baptists, Methodists,
Anghcans-. are beginning to sense the
tremendous importance of. Christian
higher education the way we perceive it
in terms of a Christian worldview."
Dordt students and faculty can become
increasingly involved in issues of global
Christian concern by following Vander
Stolt's challenge: "Think big amidst the
cornstalks. "
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Retreat
Although temperatures were mild, the
attendance at Dordt's all-college retreat
passed the 300 mark. The retreat, held
August 28 and 29, carried the theme of
"Unified to Glorify."
The co-chairpersons of the retreat
committee, Rachelle Vander Stell and
Jacob Steiger, felt the increased
attendance was attributed to three
changes: preregistration forms sent to
students during the summer; having a
place to sign up in lite registration line;
and holding the retreat the first instead of
second weekend of the school year.
The committee felt that ha~ing
FQcuses
Reverend B. J. Haan, the previous
president of Dordt and still an active
member of its community, as the
speaker helped develop the theme of
unification.
Steiger felt the real success of the
retreat would be seen through a
developing unity on campus. He said,
"Then all the work will be worthwhile."
The highlights of the retreat ranged
from the listening to Haan's message to
seeing all the smiling retreaters.
Steiger's highlight was being thrown into
the lake "because then I got to throw
everyone else in," he said.
- \ I I
Chanting "Jake in the lake, " retreaters cany Jacob Steiger to the take to be dunked.
(photo by Mike Krommendyk)
on Unity
iIM.....
Rev. B. J. Haan speaks to retreaters.
(photo by Mike Krommendyk)
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Pops Concert Draws Broad Support
by Alicia Nugteren
People of all ages were present in the
chapel on Thursday night, September 10,
as conductor Henry Duitrnan led the
Dordt College Concert Band in its first
concert of the year. The pops concert
featured "light" music: a Spanish
"Fandango, " a Sousa march, "The
Thunderer," and "Blue Goose Rag." The
"Good Old Days Sing-along" allowed
the audience to sing favorites such as
"Bicycle Built for Two" and "Auld Lang
Syne."
A unique aspect of this concert was the
large number of elderly persons in the
audience. At least twenty-five residents
of Franken Manor, New Homestead, and
the Community Hospital nursing wing
attended because band members, using
Dordt vans, provided free transportation
to and from the concert. Duitman
explained that this idea is similar to a
program at Northwestern University in
Chicago. There, Girl and Boy Scouts
assist residents who are bused to summer
music concerts from area retirement
homes. Dordt's Community Outreach
Program may continue to offer this
service to the elderly in Sioux Center tor
future concerts, Duitman said.
The 1987-88 Concert Band is
composed of nineteen freshmen, eleven
sophomores, five juniors, and twelve
seniors. Although Duitman realizes that
there are many more students at. Dcrdt
who play musical instruments, he is
"thankful for those who give time and
effort" to participate in band.
Dunman hopes that this year will be a
fun one for members. Since every part of
life' is under God's control, he said, one
should find joy in making music, even if
it is "serious" in nature. A high point of
the year will be the tour of Minnesota in
January, which will include a weekend in
Minneapolis. In April the band will host
the C31vi~ College band on their concert
tour, as well as play two selections with
Calvin's band. Several Dordt students
will also participate in the Sioux County
Orchestra.
Duitman commented that second
semester concerts will be in conjunction
with the Chamber Orchestra. Small wind





With long-term goals in mind, Dordt
College has ,ecently purchased the
Sunrise Estates Mobile Home Court.
Located just east of campus, the court
consists of 74 lots on about fourteen
acres.
Bernard DeWit, Vice President for
Business. revealed that the court will
continue to be used for community,
rather than student, housing. An
"appealing factor" of the purchase, he
said, is that the income generated from
the court will cover the debt and
operation costs. He emphasized that no
tuition money will be spent on this
acquistion.
DeWit explained that the Board of
Trustees has tried to follow a policy of
Obtaining land adjacent to Dordt's
campus when that land is available. In
this way, the use of contiguous property
can be regulated. Although Dordt's
spatial requirements may be met at the
time of a given purchase, future
circumstances may call for expansion.
This way, DeWit explained, Dordt may
avoid become "land-locked" in a growing
community, which has been the case at
'both Northwestern College in Orange
City, Iowa, and at Calvin College in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Henry Duitman directs flJeConceit Band in its year-opening pops conceit. :(photo by
Angela Eriksen)






The Lonesome Jubilee, the latest
release by John Cougar Mellencamp, is
composed of ten songs that evaluate the
present state of America. After the
release of Scarecrow in 1985,
Mellencamp has come to be seen as a
spokesman for the common man, and in
his most recent album he shoulders the
mantel with full force.
The songs composing The Lonesome
Jubilee deal with the problems of the
oppressed, the unemployed, and the
disillusioned. In "Paper in Fire", the- first
single to be released from the album,
Mellencamp sings of how people's
dreams can be burned away by the
realities of life. "Check it Out," "The
Real Life" and "Empty Hands" all deal
with the hardships faeed by people stuck
in unfulfilling and unprofitable jobs.
Mellencamp also writes about the white
man's oppression of the American Indian
in the song "Hotdogs and Hamburgers."
NOl all of Mellencamp's songs deal
with the hard times people face today.
One song ("We the People") urges those
facing hardships to come together in
community and tough it out. Another
song ("Rooly TOOLTOOL") sings of the
beauty found in just taking it easy and
JUBILEE
having some fun.
Mellencamp's music has broadened just
as his song writing has increased in scope.
For this album, Mellencamp has
employed a full-time backup singer, a
fiddle, and has added the accordion and a
prominent keyboard influence to his
music. The result of all this gives The
Lonesome Jubilee an almost foreign
sound compared to Mellencamp's earlier,
straight guitar-romp albums like
American Fool or Uh-Huh.
At the first hearing of this album, all
these new influences sound awkward and
out of place compared with what
Mellencamp has done before, but on the
second and third listen, all the elements,
both new and old, combine to form an
album that is both a social commentary
and a collection of pulsating, melodic
songs.
The Lonesome Jubilee marks another
step in Mellencamp's progression as both
musician and spokesman for the masses.
Those who expect the old John Cougar
Mellencamp may not be pleased with this
new album, but those who appreciate
good songwriting that has something to
say ... plus a good rock record to boot
...won't be disappointed.
Pop Poet Is Modern Minstrel
by Jonathan Grossmann
Suzanne Vega's Solitude Standing is
the type of album that comes along only
occasionally in pop music. I rarely have
a lot of good things to say about new
albums, but this is one r can recommend.
Vega appears to me to be an extremely
talented writer of verse as well as music.
Her style is a kind of folk rock that has
not been heard by American audiences
since Joni Mitchell.
The album starts our-very surprisingly-
with an a cappella number called
"Tom's Diner." In this song a customer
at a diner waits for the train and observes
customers coming in for breakfast. Vega
seems to forget what she is doing
between verses and wonders aloud
whether the man behind the counter
forgets her as he greets another customer.
The main character in "Luka" is an
abused child, while the subject of " In the
Eye" is a confrontation between a
mugger and his intended victim.
Solitude Standing is poetry put to
music. This album will stand the test of
time and establish Suzanne Vega as a
new star, not in the mainstream of rock,
but on the fringes. Solitude Standing
made me a little more aware of what is





So! You're new to Sioux County and
overwhelmed by the multitude of
opportunities for weekend entertainment
bombarding your datebook. Never fear.
The list of possibilities can be shaved
down somewhat. Diamond staff
members have compiled a brief list of
activities everyone should try at least
once.
If you're already sick of Hardces or if
you don't think a Mushroom 'n' Swiss
Burger will impress your date, you might
try Apostle's in Orange City or Le Mars.
Apostle's serves a variety of food ranging
from pizza to steak. Prices are, of course
higher than Hardees, but are by no means
outrageous, especially considering the
obvious increase in quality. Plan to
spend $5-$10 per person. A good place
to rusticate (look it up).
On the other hand, if it's just you and
the guys/girls, you should head to
Munro's Continental Buffet on Highway
75 in Lc Mars. For $6.75 you are
provided with over fifteen feet of salads,
veggies and meat, yours for the taking.
Don't even consider leaving without
making a trip to the make-your. own
sundae bar. A good place to pig out.
If you're the spontaneous type, try a
quick trip over to Sioux Center's newest
attraction, the new miniature golf course
just one mile south and a quarter mile
west of-town. Or, if you're romantic,
take your date for a dusk walk through
the woods at Oak Grove State Park,
about twenty minutes west of town.
Those who aren't romantic but still like
trees can roast marshmallows on a
bonfire or do whatever else comes to
mind when surrounded by open spaces.
A good place to scream at the top of your
lungs.
Alas, many of us here still resort to
such non-creative forms of entertainment
as movies. Those who come from more
populous areas will be appalled by the
lack of selection, but, considering the
quality of many recent releases, we may
actually consider ourselves blessed.
The Big Easy, given two thumbs-up by
Siskel and Ebert, gives us Dennis Quaid
as a cocky New Orleans homicide
investigator too deep in his work to be
concerned about minor corruption in his
department. Ellen Barkin plays the
newly-arrived assistant D.A. who, of
course, sets out to get Quaid in trouble,
but instead falls in love with him (of
course). Despite the fairly unoriginal
plot, the film takes enough new twists
and has so much detail and momentum
that it's worth seeing. You might not
want to see this one on a first date, since
this movie is slightly more explicit than a
typical soap opera. However, the rather
suggestive ads are not indicative of the
movie's primary content. It is rated R
because of some violence, some brief
bedroom scenes, and two or three nasty
words. Make that ~ thumbs-up.
Finally, The Living Daylights
apparently gives us our most accurate
look yet at Ian Fleming's James Bond,
according to Fleming himself. Bond, as
portrayed by Timothy Dalton, has
become human, making a few mistakes
here and there. Apart from that. and a
brief sigh of pleasure over the enchanting
presence of Maryam D'Abo, the movie
needs no sales pitch. Great
entertainment.
For movie times and locations, check
the listings in the Sioux City Joumatuv
Dordt's library, or in the Sioux Falls
Argus Leader at the Sioux Center Public
Library. The Big Easy is showing in
LeMars at 7:15 and 9:15 p.m.
~---
Sioux County Concen Series presents its
'87 - '88 Concert Series
The Dallas Brass (9f30f87)
The six members of the Dallas Brass present a bold, brassy, classy combination of classical, jazz, swing and
pop music, An exciting,f'vening of music and entertainment for the whoie family.
National Ballel of West Java (11/11/87)
Twenry-fiva members of West Java's national ballet present an evening 01 music. dance, song, puppetry a'nd
mime accompanied by an Orchestra comprised of Indonesia's native instruments
Chanticleer (2129f88)
Chanticleer is an eight-member male vocal ensemble noted for its lush harmonies. Their a capalla program
includes everything from gregorian chants to the latest in contemporary music.
Michael Gurt, pianist (3112188)
This briiliant pianist has won prizes the world over, including the 1982 Gina Bacbauer International Piano
Competition. His technically superb and refreshing style is sure to bring the audience to its feel.
The Classic Players (4f16f88)
Seven of New York's finest musicians offer a magnificent repertoire of music lor harp, strings and Winds.
Featuring harpist Susan Jolles, their music includes works by Ravel. Strauss, Saint-saens and Mozart.
Season Tickets can be purchased during the Membership Drive:
.March 24 - April 6
Adults - $20.00 'Students - $12.00 Families - $48.00
To purchace a ticket or for more information, contact:
Joan Ringerwole, Music Department
Or, contact Laura Konkle-King at 722-0761
Sioux County Concen Series
377 North Main Avenue -. Sioux Center, IA 51250
All performances are held at the Cordt College Chapel in Sioux Center at 8 p.m. Tickets to individual
events are not sold. Dates are subject to change. Memberships may be refunded until the first concert.
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VB· Place SecondWome,n's
The third and deciding game lasted
more than a half hour and ended in
Wesleyan's favor, 15-12.
In the Dordt varsity's match against the
University of South Dakota, Janet Zylstra
had four blocks and three kills and Renae
Goslinga had four kills.
Sue Dokter batted six kills and Vonda
Brock had seven kills in the victory over
Wartburg. •
The Dordt spikers were aided through
great sets by Nancy Van Surksum.
Against Dana College, Dokter had
seven blocks and five kills, Zylstra had
six blocks and five kills and Broek came
up with an incredible total of 16 kills.
In the semi-final round against
Northwestern, Brock. Patty Boer, and
Doktcr each had five kills. Setter Audra
De Ruyter had 14 kill assists.
"Northwestern is tall and talented," said
Dordt Coach Mary Schutten. 'The match
was closer than the score showed."
In the championship game against
Nebraska Wesleyan, Brock had 12 kills
and Goslinga and Dokter had eight kills
each.
"Nebraska Wesleyan was scrappy and
got a lot of balls up and we made
numerous errors in games two and three,"
Schulten said. "Poor passing was a,
problem."
"Overall). I was pleased with the day.
We saw a lot of good teams and learned
much about our own team;' Schulten
added.
Dordt's junior varsity team came out of
the preliminary round with a 0-3 match
record. Game scores included a 16-14,
1-15, and 14-16 loss to Wayne State; a
10-15 and 9-15 loss to Northwestern; and
a 9-15 and 8-15 loss to Nebraska
Wesleyan.
Sioux Center News
After.a long and hard-fought match, the
Dordt College women's volleyball team
- bowed to Nebraska Wesleyan in the
champhionship contest at last Saturday's
Dordt Invitational.
Eight teams, including two squads from
Dordt, participated in the annual ail-day
volleyball tournament.
The Dordt varsity team came out of the
preliminary rounds with a 3-0 match
record. Dordt topped the University of
South Dakota 15-6 and 15-3, won over
Dana 11-15, 16-14 and 15-6 and defeated
Wartburg 15-9 and 15-6.
In the semi-final round, Dordt took 15-3
and 15-6 decisions from Northwestern
College.
Nebraska Wesleyan had a 2-1 match
record in the preliminary rounds. Wayne
State topped Nebraska Wesleyan 15-11,
8-15 and 15-9. Nebraska Wesleyan then
defeated Northwestern 9-15, 15-9 and
15-4 and won over the Dordt junior
varsity team 15~9 and 15-8.
Nebraska Wesleyan went on to defeat
Wartburg 15-7 and 17-15 in the semi-
final round.
In the championship match, Dordt
easily defeated Nebraska Wesleyan the
first game, 15-4, but the visiting team






by Kim Van Soelen
The ladies in yellow defeated the ladies
in red on the tennis courts on September
10. Dordt beat Northwestern 7-2.
Singles winners for Dordt were
Stephanie Wyatt, Rochele Brower, Missy
Van Solkcma. Liz Larson and Jeannie
Dykhuis. Dordt also won in #2 and #3
seeded doubles matches.
Dr. Len Rhoda is coaching women's
tennis at Dordt this year.
Their next matches are Wednesday,
September 16, at the Open Space Park
against Buena Vista, and Friday,
September 18, in Storm Lake against
Central College of Pella.























































be relaxed and not worry about being in
the top 10 or 20 runners, and still finish
near the top of my age group."
Eleven people are competing in the
club, six men and five women. All of the
runners in the club are members of the
track team, and generally run 400 or 800
meters in track competition. However,
Altena says, membership on the track
team is not mandatorv.
'The club has run in two road races so
far this year. At Hawarden. no runner
placed in the top two of his or her
division, but Altena says the team
members didn't have much time to get in
shape for the race. At the Crimestopper's
Run in Sioux Center, Stacey Vanden
Bosch, a freshman from Platte, South
Dakota. finished second in her division.
Two more road races are scheduled for
the coming weeks: in Worthington,
Minnesota on September 19. and in
Sanborn, Iowa on September 26.
by Chuck Adams·
Nearly every weekend during the fall,
runners race through the streets of area
towns in road races. This year, as in the
past, Dordt students are among the
runners. Track coach, Syne Altena, has
been running with 11 members of the
Road Racing Club for three years, in
order to help members of the track team
stay in shape during the fall.
The Road Race Club operates in place
of a cross country team at Dordt, Altena
says that since there was not a great
interest in cross country among the
students at Dordt, the program was
dropped. He adds that running road
races does have several advantages. In
addition to being much closer to Dordt
than most cross-country meets, Altena
says "you compete against yourself. The
pressure to perform for a team is
eliminated." Even Altena runs in the
races in his ag-e division. saying." I can
,
see answer, page 6
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